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On the path to
becoming a physicist
Anders.Johansson@gender.uu.se
Physics is a subject which has long
been and still is dominated by white
men, more so than other disciplines.
But what does it mean to become a
physicist? What cultural norms are
reproduced in physics education,
and what must a student do to be
recognized as a proper physicist?
The last part of my PhD project
focuses on the identity negotiations of
Master’s students. The results point to
how intersecting norms about gender,
west-centrism, and smartness structure
the possibilities of being recognized as
an aspiring physicist.

In my PhD project, I explore issues
of identity construction in physics
education at the university level. I
have studied undergraduate courses
such as Electromagnetism and
Quantum physics and shown how
the “implied student” in courses
sometimes only matches a small
minority of the students. A narrow
physics culture which may exclude
students is reproduced in courses.
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Rhetorics and aesthetics in
traditional cattle brezed standards
Andrea Petitt

Camilla Eriksson

andrea.petitt@gender.uu.se | camilla.eriksson@gender.uu.se

This project makes up one of three cases in a larger,
Formas funded project titled: Changing Animal Bodies:
Breeding Responses to Environmental, Economic and
Social Pressures.
• Case 1: Chicken economies: (re)producing white
meat
• Case 2: Rhetorics and aesthetics in traditional cattle
breed standards
• Case 3: Breeding robust pollinators: honey bees in
changing environmental contexts

Papers:

Cover of breeding journal Fjällkon.

The breeding of traditional cattle breeds such as the SMC is politicised
as resistance to the mainstream cattle sector. Photo by Andrea Petitt

Breeding Swedish Mountain cattle as resistance to agribusiness:
the making of a cow for alternative agrarian futures
This paper deals with the discourse of preserving the Swedish Mountain cattle (SMC) as a purebred breed
focusing on how they embody visions of agricultural futures that challenges those of the modern dairy cow.
The paper draws on approaches from critical discourse studies while analysing member magazines of three
different breeding societies breeding SMC, a rare breed originating from northern Sweden. While the
breeding associations have different agendas as to how and why this particular breed should be preserved
and what kind of position these cows should hold, they have in common that they can be seen as a
resistance movement to agribusiness as they all envision future alternative and sustainable agricultural
systems where this particular breed will play a key role. Investigating and understanding rare breed
societies as resistance to agribusiness can assist in identifying how human-animal relations can be
transformed in the domain of food production to form more sustainable ways of interacting with animals
and nature in the future.

Changing bodies, beautiful minds: breeding for meat or milk?

Farmer making butter from her SMC
cow’s milk. Photo: Andrea Petitt

While cattle breeding in Sweden historically has revolved around dairy production, the last couple of
decades have seen an increased interest in rearing cattle for meat. Also those farmers who keep Swedish
Mountain cattle (SMC), a breed traditionally kept in hand milking systems for household production, are
today increasingly keeping the cattle for beef production. At the same time breeding SMC for milk
production is being rapidly developed as new breeding technologies allowing for precise measurements of
the breed’s unique milk protein levels has generated new supporting arguments for its usage in cheese
production. Furthermore, traditional cheese and butter making practices are emphasized as farmers
highlight the original purpose of the breed as a household cow. In this paper we draw on data from
participant observation on cattle farms and at breeding association meetings as well as interviews with
cattle farmers with different production focus. We explore how breeding choices relate to economic and
social challenges, what implications farmers’ breeding choices have for the body and behaviour of the
cattle and how farmers’ breeding practices engage with ideas about what an SMC is and should be. In
breeding for both meat and milk production certain behaviours and characters of the animals are
prioritized. Drawing on feminist informed theories we analyse gendered connotations of these embodied
breeding choices.
I believe that the SMC is incredibly valuable for Swedish agriculture and is perhaps the
only truly valuable genetic product that Swedish agriculture has ever formed. And this
has been achieved by generations of small-scale farmers in northern Sweden and their
adaptation to Nordic nature. Something to truly fight for! (Fjällkon 2003 (3):5).

Being the shadow of a
Chemistry Professor
anita.hussenius@gender.uu.se

We are interested in how science
epistemology, content, and practice is
reproduced
and
transformed
by
biologists, chemists and physicists in the
context
of
their
activities, and
specifically in their teaching. The
methodological
design
includes
shadowing science faculty in all their
daily activities, as one way (of several)
for collecting empirical data. The
participating
researchers,
including
myself with a PhD in chemistry, have
both insider subject knowledge and an
outsider perspective.

We use the conceptualization of
practices as ‘cultures’, with their own
implicit and explicit rules, and different
values and underlying assumptions. The
different actors that are part of a
culture are understood as ‘carriers’ of
the culture’s underlying ideas, which in

different ways are manifested in their
actions and through these actions possible
to get sight of.

Historically, natural sciences have been
strongly masculine dominated and actively
excluded
women.
This
masculine
connotation is still expressed in different
ways. Male bonding, taking place between
male professors and male students, can e.g.
be observed in the way they communicate
with each other at lab, whereas a
corresponding
bonding
with
female
students does not happen. An example is
their talk about fallacies and risks with a
tone as if it is something awesome, and
while doing so pointing at stains on the
ceiling as the result of an explosion in a test
tube. The relaxed approach to risks can be
interpreted as a male (student) strategy to
become accepted as a worthy member of
the culture, which is confirmed in the way
the professor responds and thus signal
acceptance and inclusion.

This project is financed by the
Swedish Research Council
through grant 721-2014-939.

Makt, genus och identitet
i NO- och teknikklassrum
Anna.Danielsson@gender.uu.se

Forskningsintressen:
• Identitets-, genus- och maktperspektiv
på NO/fysik-undervisning.
• Högskoledidaktik (lärar- och ingenjörsutbildningar).
• Klassrumsstudier.

Ett genomgående tema i min forskning
är möten mellan individer och
ämneskulturer, där jag utforskar hur
individens identitetsskapande och
ämneskulturen/innehållet gemensamt
formas i dessa möten:
Intervjuare: Varför valde du att läsa [fysik]?
Marina: För att jag aldrig fick några gränser i
skolan och jag hörde mig om och ville veta vad som
var den svårast utbildningen. Då var folk eniga att
teknisk fysik är definitivt det tuffaste man kan läsa.

Jag vågade aldrig söka till naturorienterat
gymnasieprogram, jag trodde inte jag var smart nog
för det. Eftersom man som 15 åring tyckte att det
bara var för de ”smarta”. Enligt jantelagen får man
inte se sig som en av de smarta, speciellt inte som
tjej.
Förskollärarstudent

Pågående projekt:
•Kunskapens makt: Hur lärare möjliggör
elevers deltagande och kunskapande i
NO- och teknikklassrum (projektledare)
•Lärarutbildares naturvetenskap under
lupp - en studie av gränslandet mellan
ämnesdiscipliner och skolämnen
•Ingenjörsskap i förändring: kunskapsoch identitetsperspektiv på projektarbete
i ingenjörsutbildning

Maskulinitet och jämställdhet
Könskonstruktioners konsekvenser
på resursanvändning
Anneli.Hayren@gender.uu.se

Mitt övergripande forskningsfokus är
arbete på mikronivå och hur kön görs i
det dagliga mötet mellan kollegor. Jag
intresserar mig särskilt för hur
könsgörandet leder till ojämlika
strukturer och vad konsekvenserna av
detta blir för både den anställda och
för organisationen. Jag har alltså
egentligen inte ett
ledarskapsperspektiv – som är vanligt
inom Företagsekonomin – utan att
organisationsperspektiv där den som
har blivit inkluderad i verksamheten
ingår.
I mitt pågående projekt studerar jag
blåljusorganisationer –
Räddningstjänsten, Ambulansen och
Polisen – och hur maskulinitet görs i
kärnverksamheten, när blåljusen är på.
Utgångspunkten för det projektet är
Maskulinitet-Organisation – Risk och
hur dessa tre perspektiv kopplas ihop
och samkonstruerar varandra och med
den samhällsuppgift verksamheterna
kan sägas ha.

Publikation från projektet:
Bromance och riskpareringsstrategier.
Maskulina praktiker och föreställningar i
svensk räddningstjänst. 2014, Makadam

Kommande:
Constructions of masculinity – Construction
of context. Relational processes in every day
work. i In relation to what? Masculinities
and Relationality in gender studies. 2015,
Springer
Maskuliniteter i riskfylld arbetsvardag.
Studier av en ambulansverksamhet. 2015,
Makadam

Feministisk genetik (FemGen)
Annica.Gullberg@gender.uu.se

Syfte Sondera förutsättningarna för
nytt forskningsområde i gränslandet
mellan genus och genetik
Övergripande mål Projektet Femgen
ska bidra att bygga en mångfacetterad,
forsknings-baserad bild av den
biologiska forskningen.

Är det ärftligt att
gilla rosa?
Ofta framförs
argument att
egenskaper bestäms av
individens kön dvs är
”naturligt” och att man
inte bör ändra på det.

Bakgrund Det biologiska
ämnesområdet har i och med den
genteknologiska utvecklingen alltmer
fokuserats på genetiska
förklaringsmodeller, som kan ses som
deterministiskt styrda. Biologisk
determinism används av både forskare
och i den allmänna debatten. Detta
bidrar till könsstereotypa tankefigurer
och föreställningar. Genetiska
argument har använts för att
legitimera utstötning, förtryck, och
makt-skillnader m.m. (Lykke, 2009).

Ett helt annat synsätt är en
postmodernistisk tolkning av genus där
kön konstitueras sociokulturellt t.o.m.
det biologiska könet (Butler, 1990).
Även om synsätt inom både biologi
och genusvetenskap oftast inte är
exklusivt uteslutande finns en
ämneskultur inom respektive ämne
som styr vad som är acceptabelt och
vad som inte är det.
Jag har en fot i båda biologi och
genusvetenskap och har en möjlighet
att använda teorier som reciproka
analytiska verktyg. I projektet
analyseras forskningsartiklar i genetik
med hjälp av genus-perspektiv.
Projektet avser att utmynna i en
forskningsansökan för att bygga upp
ett nytt forskningsområde ”Feministisk
genetik (Femgen)”.
Är X-kromosomen en
könskromosom?
X-kromosomen är inte
könsbestämmande utan
finns hos både kvinnor
och män. Den
symboliska nivån av kön
en arketypisk idé om att
kvinnan och mannen är
varandras motsatser
(Harding, 1986).
Benämnandet av
X-kromosomen som
könskromosom bidrar
till att upprätthålla
dikotomin mellan
manligt och kvinnligt.

Following the Animal
Power, Agency, and Human-animal Transformations
in Modern, Northern-European Literature
Ann-Sofie.Lönngren@gender.uu.se
Literary transformations from human to
animal occur in myths, folklore, fairy
tales and narratives from all over the
world since ancient times, and have
always provided a narrative space for
depictions of power, agency, and the
radical nature of change. In the research
project Becoming human: animals and
gender theory in a more-than-human
world, I focus this figure in modern
literature from Europe’s northern-most
parts. The aim is to discuss the ways in
which literary nineteenth, twentiethand twenty first century human-animal

transformations and transgressions
might function as multifaceted sites of
knowledge concerning the humananimal relationship, both generally in
the industrialized West, and against the

background of more specific
circumstances in the Nordic area. In
particular, I pay attention to the ways in
which the modern human/animal divide
correspond to other axes of power, such
as gender, sexuality, ethnicity,
functionality, and social class.
The literature I discuss is written after
1880 by authors from all parts within
the Nordic sphere, for example Swedish
August Strindberg, Selma Lagerlöf,
Birgitta Trotzig, Majgull Axelsson, P.O.
Enqvist, and Lars Jakobsson; FinnishSwedish Monika Fagerholm, Henrika
Ringbom, and Pirkko Lindberg; Finnish
Aino Kallas and Kalle Päätalo; Sámi
author Kirste Paltto; Danish Karen
Blixen, Peter Høeg and Charlotte Inuk;
Norwegian Jenny Hval; and Icelandic
author Sjón, among others. Some of the
results of the investigations in this
project have been published as articles,
some in the monography Following the
Animal. Power, Agency, and Humananimal Transformations in Modern,
Northern-European Literature,
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, May,
2015.

Staging the successful student
men, masculinities, and self-worth protection
strategies in higher education
anne-sofie.nystrom.nystrom@gender.uu.se

minna.salminen@gender.uu.se

c.jackson@lancaster.ac.uk

Gender and academic success
Women constitute the majority of undergraduate students in most European
countries, but men are most likely to dropout; overall, completion for women is 10%
higher than for men (Quinn 2013), and
women overall perform better than men in
many countries (Leathwood & Read 2009).
THIS VR-FUNDED PROJECT (2015-2018)

explores how male undergraduates’ learner
identities are constructed and negotiated in
higher education, particularly in relation to
potential academic failure in prestigious,
competitive educational contexts.
2:1

Shifting perspective on
‘academic success’
Education revolves largely around performance, and success and is important for a
student’s self-image. But feelings of ‘success’
are shaped by more than just ‘hard
outcomes’:
• How good am I in relation to peers?
• How well did I do in relation to the
amount of effort I exerted?
• What qualities are valued by peers, staff
and employers?
And gender…
‘Certainly the girls I live with are far more
terrified about their grades than the boys; but then
the boys I live with this year, we’re all pretty laid
back. But there is a real kind of macho thing, I
think, asser-ting your dominance academically:
“I’m on track for a 2:1”, “well, I’m on track for a
first”, “well, I’m going to do a PhD”, all this kind
of thing. Like it’s a kind of one-upmanship…’
(Jack, law-student, England)

Foto: Mikael Wallerstedt

Men, achievement and academic emotions
Most programme students were used to having
high academic self-efficacy and aiming high in
academic and career terms.
’…it’s a bunch of people who are accustomed to
always being clever’ (Nils, med-student, Sweden)

On entering university the increased academic
demands and peer-comparisons often engendered a fear of failing academically and a
distressing identity-shift (from being ‘top’ to
being ‘average’) (cf. Goetz et al. 2008). While
experiencing stress was normalized, men were
expected to express fewer stress emotions
than women.
’I don’t have any pressure from home, not in that
way. They’re very happy for what I do and proud
too. But I know those who have a sort of pressure
on themselves, ‘certainly you should enroll and
certainly you’ll make it cos afterwards you should
do this’ (Joel, law-student, Sweden)

Social class was also influential (cf. Reay et al.
2009). In general: Upper-middle class students brought a sense of entitlement and
cultural ‘know-how’, but experienced more
pressure to ‘excel’; Working-class students
felt alienated from the prestigious HE contexts and experienced cultural and material
inequalities, but were more prepared to
encounter difficulties.

Art and Nature
The Early German Romantics,
Schelling, and Adorno
camilla.flodin@gender.uu.se

Research on the aesthetics of the German
twentieth-century philosopher Theodor W.
Adorno often focuses on the import of
Kant and Hegel on his ideas concerning the
relationship between art and nature. I wish
to broaden this focus by comparing
Adorno’s ideas with the ones developed by
the early German Romantics and Schelling.
Theodor W. Adorno (1903–1969)

Hölderlin’s poem “Natur und Kunst” from the Frankfurt edition of his collected
works

Like the early Romantics, Adorno regards
art as pointing toward a reconciliation
between humanity and nature without
itself constituting this reconciliation.
Adorno also shares with the early
Romantics and Schelling a belief in art’s
ability to express insights into the
fundamental relationship between
humanity and nature that cannot be
conveyed by philosophy. In order to
attain a deeper understanding of Adorno’s
notion of the mediating role of art, which
is essential for his aesthetics, it is
therefore important to compare his ideas
to those of the early Romantics and
Schelling.

The project’s hypothesis is that Adorno
has been influenced by Hölderlin,
Novalis, Friedrich Schlegel, and Schelling
to a greater extent than has previously
been recognized. In Adorno’s criticism of
Kant’s and Hegel’s concept of nature,
many ideas that were expressed by the
early Romantics and Schelling recur,
among others the emphasis on humanity
being part of nature and not its master.
By reading Adorno’s ideas in the light of
the ones developed by the early German
Romantics and Schelling, I intend to
provide a better understanding of the
central relationship between art and
nature in Adorno’s aesthetics. The project
thus aims to ensure that this important
complex of ideas obtains its rightful place
in the history of aesthetics. By examining
the relevance of the idea of a
reconciliation between humanity and
nature in a time marked by a climate
crisis, I also intend to participate in the
recent turn toward continental philosophy
for a better understanding of our
complicated relationship with nature.

Ulleråker
cultural heritage
and functionality norms
cecilia.rodehn@gender.uu.se, hedvig.mardh@konsvet.uu.se

ULLERÅKER IS A FORMER MENTAL
INSTITUTION that is currently being
transformed into a residential area with a
focus on condominiums. Currently, there
are plans to develop 7000 new
apartments before 2030. This will result
in a substantial alteration of the area´s
character and consequently how the
mental institution will be remembered in
years to come.
FOCUS IS PLACED on how various
practices result in different outcomes
for the mental institution’s cultural
heritage. Material such as plans and
documents, newspaper articles,
exhibitions, public art etc. will be
investigated. This will reveal different
negotiations of cultural heritage. A
particular focus is placed on how
patients and gender are represented.
Alfred Dahlgren, Ulleråker 1892

THE AIM OF THE PROJECT is to
investigate what and who are
remembered during and after urban
development of the former mental
institution. Also, how is it remembered?
What role does norms connected to
gender and functionality play in this?
Ultimately, what do we mean with the
cultural heritage of mental institutions
and how might this be understood?

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT? Ulleråker
is part of national and international
transformations of former mental
institutions that requires further
research. Former mental institutions are
part of the consideration of ”dark
heritage” as well as the representation of
groups that are commonly excluded
from cultural heritage.

Discourse, Legal Reform and
Gender Equality
CHITRA SINHA
Chitra.Sinha@gender.uu.se

Discourse and the formative process of Law
The central focus of my research is the nature of
discourse that precedes social legislations and policy
initiatives towards gender equality. Progressive legislations
to ensure women’s rights in India began with a big bang
in India during 1955-56 in the form of family law
reforms. This was preceded by a decade of vibrant
debates in public and legislative spheres. The research
delves into various dimensions of the discourse that
surrounded the formative process of legislations for
gender rights, including the social consciousness, women’s
movement, the role of personalities, support and
resistance of various stakeholders in the discourse,
multiplicity of narratives and the factors that led to
enactments.

Alva Myrdal’s Tryst with
India

Alva Myrdal and
Jawaharlal Nehru, 1957

In
1955, Alva Myrdal was
appointed
as
the
Swedish
Ambassador to India. This brought
her to close proximity to Indian
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru,
who was spearheading the process
of legal reform and planned
development in India. The shared
vision of social justice, gender
equality
and
policy
implementation strengthened the
Indo-Swedish relations.

Ambedkar and the Minority Narrative
Born as an untouchable Hindu and dying as a
Buddhist, Dr. B.R.Ambedkar stands tall among the
downtrodden
(Dalits) in Indian society as a
champion and a pioneering voice for the quest for
equality of backward castes in Hindu society.
Moreover, as Law Minister, he zealously tried to
rectify the intersectionality of caste and gender
discriminations in society by liberating Hindu personal
law from the clutches of iniquitous religious and
customary practices. The present research focuses on
Ambedkar’s quest in creating a minority narrative
within the legal discourse in the 1940s and 1950s.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar and his effort in implementing the Hindu Code
Bill in India in the face of backlash from religious orthodoxy

Glimpses of Discourse during the law formation- Newspaper
articles , cartoons and Government reports.

Rhetoric, Reason and Representation

Within democratic decision making
framework, my work attempts to evaluate
the formative process of law. as an
outcome of political representation, social
consciousness (reason) and the ability of
the opinion leaders to convey the message
(rhetoric) . Historical analysis of family
law reform initiatives suggest that the
success of such ventures are often
determined by the interplay of the above
three factors.

The Bahrain Parliamentary
Discourse

A book, jointly with Dr. Lamya Al Kooheji,
Assistant Professor, University of Bahrain is
currently in print by Benjamin Publishing
House. The book traces the ideological
struggle over power in the linguistic
content of legislative discourse through a
range of discursive strategies and devices.

Queer & Transgender Reproduction
in the Age of Assisted Reproductive
Technologies (ART)
Doris.Leibetseder@gender.uu.se

OBJECTIVES

In this project I investigate the regulation of, and experience
with ARTs for queer and transgender people in order to
develop a more inclusive common European ART framework.
ARTs afford the possibility of a ‘new reproductive logic’ , as
queer and transgender people are able to form non-genetically
and genetically related families and kinship relations. This
logic has given rise to a new concept of reproductive rights to
combat discrimination in access to ART and the right to
decide about reproduction.

1) Developing a common inclusive European framework for ARTs
based on reported queer and transgender experiences and views –
including (equal and just) access to and treatment with ARTs.
2) Documenting and a comparative analysis of diverse sets of
ARTs regulations and of LGBTQI rights in 6 EU-states: Austria,
Estonia, Poland, Spain, Sweden, the UK.
3) Providing original, empirical data on queer and transgender
people’s use, experiences and access to ART in these 6 European
countries. This constitutes an archive of queer and transgender
people’s use/experiences of ART.
4) Constructing briefing notes to policy makers on inclusive ART
regulation (EU- and national governmental institutions and
medical associations).

THREE MAIN PARTS:
1) The analysis of ART regulations in 6 EU states to assess their in- or exclusivity. A key question
for the analysis here is: Who is allowed to reproduce and how? (Key words: stratification, new
eugenics, bio/necropolitics).
2) The gathering of original empirical data in 6 EU countries, and analysis of the experiences and
views of queer and transgender people regarding ART. Here the key questions for the analysis
are: What challenges do queer and transgender people meet in accessing and using ART in
different national contexts and how do they negotiate these? (Key words: accessibility to ARTs,
standards of care, medical migration, reproductive tourism or cross border reproductive care).
3) The development of a common European framework of ARTs. I shall draft this framework
based on my findings from the first two stages. The point is to produce a framework that is
inclusive and expands the possibilities for reproduction, for broader varieties of bodies,
relationships, families and kinship.

Intimate labour and bodily
services in Thai tourism
elina.nilsson@gender.uu.se

This project focuses on the intimate,
emotional and reproductive labour
provided in the global tourism market.
More specifically, it draws on the lived
experience of Thai women who have
migrated from the rural areas to tourist
resorts. Working in the intimate tourist
industry, these women provide services
(massage, manicure/pedicure, hotel
cleaning, nannies, bar girls) to tourists in
order to support their family back home.

Intimate labour in this sense functions
as a case study for a much more
extended phenomenon. It illustrates
the diverse embodied mobility patterns
of ‘elites’ and ‘non-elites’ and an ongoing tension between complex micro
level patterns of power and agency, and
broader macro patterns of global
inequality.
The research will be based on
ethnographic data obtained during a
number of field visits at a selected
tourist location in Thailand. I will use
participant observation as well as
unstructured and semi-structured
interviews with Thai women working
in different intimate tourist sectors.

Image: www.cleanclothes.org

The purpose of the study is to explore
how women performing intimate
services in a tourist setting perceive
their work, life situation and encounters
with customers. What motivates them
to enroll in intimate labour, and what
prompts them to stay? How do they
understand and negotiate their
experiences of intimate labour, the
customers and their work situation?
How does this vary between different
sectors?

Women giving pedicure to tourists at a beach in Thailand.
Photo: www.luxury-travel-thailand.com

Beyond the gender paradox: Women’s
careers in technology-driven research and
innovation in and outside of academe
gabriele.griffin@gender.uu.se

In 2017, together with Minna Salminen
Karlsson from this Centre, a team from
Tampere University and one from the
Western Norway Research Institute, as
well as 24 external partners in the private
and charitable sectors, we were awarded
20 mill NOK to establish a 5-year Nordic
Centre of Excellence on women’s careers
in technology-driven research and
innovation in and outside of academe.

♬

Technologization is changing the
work of world. It erases previous
forms and types of employment,
gives rise to new jobs such as
e-butlers, and transforms existing
work such as health care through
e-technoloy.

♫

Technology is conventionally
considered a man’s world but
arenas such as Digital Humanities
and e-health signal the increasing
and shifting entanglement of
women in technology-driven
professions.
We research women’s engagement in
technology-driven work environments.

Nordwit Centre – Core Partners. Photo by Julia Benjaminson.

The NCoE focuses on 4 technologydriven work environments (pillars):
1. Regional research and innovation
structures (rural areas)
2. Research-intensive research and
innovation areas
3. E-health
4. Digital Humanities (in academe +
outside in gaming companies)

Technology is changing working
environments, work practices,
working conditions, labour
market contexts.
We ask:
How does all this impact on
women’s (and men’s) careers,
employment opportunities, work
imaginaries, patterns of
employment?

Engendering Forest Sámi Archaeology
Gunilla.Larsson@gender.uu.se

Aims: To investigate Forest Sámi
culture and history from a gender
perspective, and to create new
knowledge based on interpretations,
perspectives, theories and methods
that are not created within a Swedish,
white and male framework with roots
in ideas of the 19th century.

Hunting has often been described as a male issue in cultural
studies. It has not been observed that among Sámi and in
several other cultures women and men hunted together.
Drawing in Olaus Magnus 1555.

Background: The Forest Sámi culture
and history is very little known.
Invisibilisation and denial of a history
has been a part of a colonial strategy.
The few accounts that we have are
made within a male, white and
colonial framework. The studies have
been and have continued to be heavily
influenced by view on indigenous
cultures as primitive, interpreted
within a rasistic and social darwinistic
framework, which, like the view on
gender relations, is rooted in the 19th
century, but has not altered.

The project is a part of the research
project “Rivers, Resistance, Resilience:
Sustainable futures in Sápmi and in
other Indigenous Peoples’ Territories”,
(FORMAS, 2012-2015) led by Dr.
May-Britt Öhman and based in a Sámi
feministic perspective. In my project I
am applying gender theory on an
archaeological and ethnological
material related to Forest Sámi culture.
Three areas are chosen as investigation
areas; two earlier Forest Sámi districts
called skatteland in Jokkmokk,
Lappland, and one area in ForsaHälsingtuna parishes in Hälsingland.
Ancient monuments, artefacts and
archival records are studied an
analysed from a gender perspective
and using indigenous methodology.
The results are interpreted within a
historical context.
The work of Sámi
women had a big
economical
importance. These are
lommor, a kind of skirt
bags, which were
produced for selling
and trade, as well as
many other handicraft
products. These comes
from my research area
Forsa Parish in
Hälsingland, produced
by the local Forest
Sámi women.

Close Relations:
Reading Fatherhood, Motherhood, and
Parenthood in the Twenty-First Century
helena.henriksson@gender.uu.se

My research focuses on understandings of
family and kinship, within and beyond the
nuclear family norm; on (en)gendered
parenthood, childhood and orphanhood. New
Fathers? (2010) analyzes fatherhood and
fathering in non-nuclear families in US fiction
and fictional film. Making Home (2014; with
Kella and Troy) investigates the orphan figure,
a trope linked to myths about national identity
in the US. Recent work turns towards
motherhood as both lived experience and
symbolic representation.

Gender equal breast feeding?
(Image from Forssberg, Pappalogi 2013)

An ongoing collaborative project is Mother Anyway (2017-2020; Anna Williams PI). In
this project, scholars from Literary and Gender studies and Reproductive Health
investigate contemporary discourses on motherhood and maternal bodies. My
contribution involves analyses of breastfeeding narratives of mothers, fathers, and health
professionals. I will also investigate birthing scenes in fiction and fictional film.
Maternal bodies are also a strong presence in many
recently published auto/biographical books. In a study
of sons’ narratives about their old and ill mothers, I
explore representations of gendered bodies and
embodiment. This study is a part of another
collaborative project, Close Relations: Representations
of Family and Kinship in Swedish Twenty-First Century
Culture (with Jenny Björklund). Parental bodies also
figure in life writing and films about fathers, as well as
in “pappahandbooks,” a non-fictional genre that often
argues for an ideal of equality and “gender neutrality,”
but also a genre where maternal bodies pose
particular problems for dads, and where authors
create homosocial spaces for men’s parenthood.

Areas of expertise: feminist literary and cultural studies,
family/kinship studies, masculinity studies, childhood
studies, American studies, and postcolonial studies

Swedish Network for Family and Kinship Studies
http://www.gender.uu.se/forskning/natverk/family-and-kinship-studies/

HumAnimal Encounters with Ticks and Bees
jacob.bull@gender.uu.se

Becoming Human with Ticks.
(Part of the Vetenskapsrådet funded project Becoming
Human: Gender theory and animals in a more-than-human
world)

Breeding Robust Pollinators.
(Part of the FORMAS-funded project: Changing animal
bodies: breeding responses to environmental, social and
economic pressures)

The plight of the honey bee is well
documented in both the scientific and
popular press. This project does not deal
with these pressures per se but rather
examines how bees and beekeepers are
responding to changing environmental
conditions.
A key theme in the response to
changing environmental conditions is
the breeding of ‘better bees’ this might
be line-breeding, searching out ‘native’
or ‘feral’ bee populations or developing
specific traits, such as ability to resist
parasites.
This project therefore will examine:
1.How bee bodies are changing in
response to environmental change.
2.The narrative processes by which
bees/traits/practices are selected.

This project draws on feminist informed
theory and takes as its starting point the
proposition that we do not make our
humanity in isolation, but through
encounters with the ’more-than-human’.
Building on and in contrast to existing
work in the field that has focussed on
animals such as pets, farm animals or
laboratory specimens, this project
examines how we respond to animals we
do not want nearby. By so doing, the
project contributes to debates in Animal
Studies, Post-humanism, and
Embodiment theory, but also suggests
that paying attention to the geographies
of ticks (as opposed to only how they
impinge on anthropocentric
understandings of landscape) we might
build better environmental policies.

Moms on the Run
Mothers Who Leave Their Families in TwentyFirst Century Swedish Literature
jenny.bjorklund@gender.uu.se

What does it mean that so many
mothers leave their families in twentyfirst century Swedish literature, and
what can these novels teach us about
motherhood and family in Sweden
today? These questions form the point
of departure for this project, which
explores twenty-first century Swedish
novels about mothers who run away
from their families.
An important theoretical point of
departure for this project is that
cultural representations (such as
literature, art, film, and media) are
crucial to the production of meaning –
they both reflect and shape our
understandings of the material world.

Sweden is usually seen as one of the
best countries in the world to start a
family. The welfare system, with paid
parental leave and state-funded preschools, has made it possible to
combine family and professional lives.
Moreover, new sociological research
shows that the family has gained a
stronger position in Sweden. Divorce
rates have decreased and birth rates are
among the highest in Europe, and these
developments are linked to a
progressive family politics that
promotes gender equality.

The novels about mothers who leave
their families point to something that is
not visible in statistics and policy
documents, namely ambivalence to
motherhood and critique of the
hegemonic status of the nuclear family.
Studying these novels can thus give a
more complex understanding of
motherhood and family in Sweden
today.

Discourse and culture in physics
teacher education Johanna.Larsson@gender.uu.se
“What everyone really wants to work with is research.
You want to do something that is new and creative.
That's got to be the goal for most people, right? To just
repeat what others have done feels ― that's second order,
it's not the same thing. Then of course it can be important and useful but it's still not like the teachers contribute to the country's economical growth.
Physics teacher in secondary school
Becoming a physics teacher means taking
courses in three very different environments, the physics department, the education department and school.
In my interviews in the physics
department and with secondary
school teachers the most important goal of physics teacher
education is seen as the creation of future physics experts.

What happens when the culture of physics meet education in
teacher training?
I study how the different parts of teacher education differ in what
it means to become a physics teacher. What do the trainee teachers
need to negotiate in their becoming of future professionals within
the education?

Tjejlopp – befriande eller
begränsande?
karin.lindelof@gender.uu.se & annie.woube@gender.uu.se

MOTIONSLOPP FÖR KVINNOR, så
kallade tjejlopp, lockar hundratusentals
deltagare varje år. Sedan 2011 har vi
studerat detta fenomen ur ett etnologiskt
och genusvetenskapligt perspektiv och
samlat in mängder av skriftliga och
muntliga berättelser, etnografiska
observationer, webb-, medie- och
arkivmaterial om svenska tjejlopp från
1980-talet och fram till idag.
VAD GÖR TJEJLOPP? Varför är de så
populära? Hur upplever och beskriver
deltagarna dem? Vilka är de sociala och
politiska konsekvenserna av tjejlopp? Är
de befriande eller begränsande för
kvinnors motionsidrottande?

Startfållan på Tjejmilen. Foto Karolina Kristensson © Nordiska museet

TJEJLOPPEN LÅTER KVINNOR:
 Erövra fysisk styrka, samt kroppsligt
och mentalt självförtroende och erfara
hur ”Jag kan inte…” blir till ”Jag kan!”
 Uppleva idrottandet tillsammans med
andra kvinnor, i ett enkönat rum där
aktiviteten sätts i fokus medan
betydelsen av kön suddas ut.
 Få tillgång till sportvärlden, bli synliga
som motionsidrottssubjekt och med
självklarhet inta ett område, som har
definierats som manligt.

Medaljer från Tjejmilen. Foto Karolina Kristensson © Nordiska museet

TJEJLOPPEN BEGRÄNSAR GENOM:
 En specifik kommersiell inramning som
bygger på stereotypa förståelser av kön.
 Att definieras som ”en kul grej”, vilket
gör deltagandet opolitiskt.
 Sin position inom en nyliberal, postfeministisk diskurs utan strukturell
analys och kollektiv förankring: de är
snälla arrangemang som varken hotar
den heteronormativa och patriarkala
ordningen eller en manlig idrottsnorm.
VÅR SLUTSATS är att allt det som
handlar om görandet, själva genomförandet av loppet, visar att tjejloppen kan
fungera som emancipatorisk frizon. Det
mesta av inramningen kring loppet
reproducerar dock snäva stereotyper om
att vara kvinna, vilket förminskar
betydelsen av deltagarnas prestationer och
motverkar en jämställd utveckling.

Att ge mig mitt eget perspektiv
- Rasbiologernas spår i det samiska folkhemmet
Katarina.Pirak.Sikku@gender.uu.se

Detta är ett konstnärligt forskningsprojekt lett
av konstnären Katarina Pirak Sikku. Mitt fokus
är på rasbiologin och dess verkningar i det
samiska samhället och mitt mål är mental
självständighet.
Jag kommer att söka inspiration hos
urfolkskonstnärer i Australien och i andra
länder genom de nätverk som vi till-sammans
har med urfolksforskare och konstnärer. Jag vill
att de konstnärliga perspektiven och
akademiska forsknings-perspektiven ska stärka
varandra och ge oss själva och andra nya
insikter och möjligheter.
Institutet för rasbiologi (1922-1958) är
väldokumenterad. Rasbiologi har varit på
tapeten med jämna mellanrum. Det syntes på
ledarsidorna under1990-talets slut och början
på 2000-talet. En parentes i svensk
forskarhistoria enligt vissa. Inget att nämna
enligt andra. Forum för levande historia fick ett
uppdrag av regeringen att skriva en rapport.
Den svenska rasbiologins idéhistoriska rötter: en
inventering av forskningen skrevs av historikern
Björn Furuhagen och levererades i mars 2007.
Vi i Sverige har allt under kontroll, blev svaret.
Kontentan var att det inte fanns ett behov för
mer forskning kring rasbiologi i Sverige. Jag
undrade. För vem är det färdig forskat? För den
akademiska världen? För den svenska staten?
För utredaren? För samer och andra utsatta
folk?
De inifrånperspektiv – med syftet att återta sin
egen röst, minne, känsla, forma sin egen
berättelse och bidra till helande, har saknats
tidigare. Kan mina upplevelser få leda vägen
denna gång?

Vår egen berättelse är viktig
Jag samverkar med:
Gunilla Larsson
Forskare i arkeologi, etnologi och same.
Frances Wyld
Forskare i kommunikation och
martukvinna, Australien.
May-Britt Öhman
forskare i teknik- och vetenskapshistoria,
genusvetenskap, urfolksforskning och själv
same.

Among bros, buddies and BFFs
Men’s friendships in contemporary Sweden
klara.goedecke@gender.uu.se

“Men don’t have friends?” Men’s
friendships have often been described as
shallow and permeated by fear and
homophobia. In gender research, this has
been attributed to dominant constructions
of masculinity, where stoicism, autonomy
and homophobia are central. However,
there are signs that closeness between
men is becoming less stigmatized in the
Nordic countries.

The interviewees positioned themselves
as exceptional in relation to ”laddish”
men, as capable of having close friends,
whom they hugged and could confide
in. Contemporary ideals of intimacy as
based on verbal disclosure were very
important to how the interviewees gave
meaning to their friendships. This
contradicts much research on men’s
friendships.

I use individual
and pair interviews. The interviewees were 2549 years old,
primarily straight,
white and welleducated, with white-collar or artistic
jobs.

Intimacy, disclosure and emotions were
highly valued, which could point to new
ways of being a man becoming
acceptable. While this may lead to
changes among individual men, it does
not necessarily affect gender relations
on a structural level. Moreover, exceptionality is constructed in relation to
class, race and nationality, legitimizing
the powerful and normative positions of
white, Swedish, middle-class men.

Many interviewees drew upon ideas about
how men ”typically” conduct their
friendships. ”Typical” friendships between men were subjected to feministsounding critique.

“our relationship must be really unique
… other guys don’t hang out like this”

“I hate laddishness … I would have liked to
have more male friends in general, but also
male friends who don’t think it’s weird to
hug, that it isn’t gay or something”

“the guys that I hang out with … are
people who actually have some kind
of frequent contact with their
feelings, and actually dare to show
them”

“I want real relationships with
people who dare to confide in me”

In the borderland between academic
disciplines and school science Science faculty as teacher educators
Kristina.Andersson@gender.uu.se

Background Over the past couple of decades,
science education research has been
characterised by a broadened interpretation of
science, by inclusion of e.g. socio-scientific
issues, partly in response to a declining science
interest among young people. Whether such a
transformation of what constitutes science also
has had impact on science teacher education is
an open question.
Photo: Mikael Wallerstedt.

Photo: Mikael Wallerstedt.

The aim of this project is to explore the
borderline between the academic science
disciplines and their school subject counterparts,
as represented in teacher education, in terms of
how science epistemology, content, and practice
are reproduced and transformed when
biologists, physicists, and chemists teach student
teachers.
The project´s primary means of data collection
are observations in the form of shadowing and
interviews. University science teachers will be
shadowed during teaching and during various
other activities, observations that will be
documented using field-notes. Following the
observations, individual and focus group
interviews will be conducted.

The analysis makes use of the method of
cultural contrast, which allows for a
nuanced contrasting between the science
disciplines. By analysing how the sciences
are transformed in the meeting between
university science teachers and student
teachers the projects seeks to contribute to
new and deepened knowledge about how
science content and culture are manifested
in teacher education, thereby informing a
more inclusive teaching in the disciplines.
Participants: Kristina Andersson, Anita
Hussénius, Annica Gullberg, Anna
Danielsson, Susanne Engström, Maja
Elmgren, Martha Blomqvist, Cathrine
Hasse and Kathryn Scantlebury.

Virtues for freedmen –
a question of masculinity?
Lisa.Hagelin@gender.uu.se

Aim
The project examines Roman freedmen’s
masculinities by exploring how virtues,
qualities and ideals used to define them
in literary and epigraphic sources relate
to ancient traditional gender identities
and constructions. The project discusses
what such virtues, qualities and ideals tell
us about freedmen’s gender identity and
social standing. Masculinity is a key
concept to understand the material.
Applying masculinity theory is an
innovative approach as it has never been
used to study Roman freedmen.

The project will contribute to a better
understanding of Roman freedmen, their
gender identity and their position in
society and to the discussion of the social
complexity of Roman society. What is
more, the project contributes to a better
understanding of how gender identities
were constructed and communicated in
antiquity.
Keywords
Masculinities, freedmen, Rome

Relevance
”[B]eliefs, representations and images of a wide
range of gendered ideals and performance from the
worlds of classical antiquity have provided much
inspiration for later periods, and that legacy is
inextricably embedded in our thought-world today.
And that, apart from its intrinsic fascination is a
good reason for studying gender in classical
antiquity”(Foxhall 2013: 159).

Background
The Roman freedmen and their place in
society can be seen as a typical Roman social
phenomenon, not to be found in any other
society, neither modern nor ancient. The
freedmen never formed a homogenous group
and the conditions of life for freedmen could
vary enormously. Modern research has argued
for the existence of a specific set of virtues
that was commonly used for freedmen,
expressing the ideals and social norms of this
group (Fabre 1981; Mouritsen 2011). It has
also been argued that slaves and freedmen
could not be associated with the Roman
cardinal virtue virtus (McDonnell 2006). Male
courage, virtus in Latin and andreia in Greek,
was central in the construction of masculinity
in the ancient world.

Gender perspectives on family planning
and procreative responsibility
Maja Bodin
Midwife, PhD-candidate

In my dissertation I look at if and how
couples/men plan for family, and possibly
prepare themselves for pregnancy.
I also study their awareness concerning
fertility and procreation in relation to
health and lifestyle. The thesis is based on
four studies; two surveys, one clinical
intervention study, and one interview
study.
To plan or not
to plan…

The aim of the thesis is to present and
discuss quantitative and qualitative
findings about (foremost men’s)
pregnancy/family planning behavior and
analyze these findings from critical
gender perspectives. All studies have
been carried out in Sweden.

My main analytical tools are Procreative
consciousness (Marsiglio 1991, 2003), and
Lifelines (Ambjörnsson & Jönsson, 2010)
which is based on queer theories and the
intersection of age, gender and sexuality.
I also use theories about masculinities,
fatherhood, care and health awareness.

The PhD project is a collaboration
between the department of Women’s
and Children’s Health at the Medical
Faculty and the Centre for Gender
Research, and is expected to be
completed in 2018.

maja.bodin@gender.uu.se

Restoring bodies through surgery
Exploring women’s perceptions and experiences of
clitoral reconstruction after female genital cutting
Malin.Jordal@gender.uu.se

Background

Issues to explore

• 200 million women worldwide have
undergone female genital cutting (FGC)
• 38 000 such women live in Sweden
• FGC has physical, medical, mental,
sexual and emotional consequences
• Clitoral
reconstruction
(CR)
was
developed by French urologist Foldés
• CR available in Sweden since 2014

• What is the meaning of FGC and CR in
socio-cultural, bodily and socio-political
terms?
• What are the motives and expectations of
women asking for CR surgery?
• What are the perceived effects of CR – in
psycho-sexual, socio-cultural, and health
terms?

Prevalence of FGM by country. Source: UNICEF, 2013

Methods
• Qualitative design
• Individual,
semi-structured,
repeat
interviews
with
women
having
undergone FGC and asking for CR
• Recruited at Department of Plastic and
Reconstructive
surgery,
Karolinska
University Hospital

‘And then [when I heard about the
possibility for clitoral reconstruction]
I became overjoyed inside me, really,
and got this feeling, that “finally help
has arrived, finally my dream has
come true”.’ (Patricia, 23 years old)

Feminist Technoscience &
Indigenous Methodologies
May-Britt.Ohman@gender.uu.se

Buoris, hi! This poster is about me and my
research work on and in Feminist
Technoscience and Indigenous
Methodologies.
I am Lule/Forest Sámi of the Jokkmokk –
Lule River/Julevädno valley and PhD
History of Technology KTH, 2007. I’m at
the Centre for Gender Research (CfG) since
December 2008 funded via external research
projects of which I have been the initiator
and leader: PostDoc VR 2009-10 Situated
Perspectives on Hydropower Exploitations;
VR 2010-12 4, 339 MSEK DAMMED:
Security, Risk and Resilience around the
Dams in Sub Arctica; FORMAS 2012-15 6
MSEK - Rivers, Resistance, Resilience:
Sustainable Futures in Sápmi and in other
Indigenous Peoples' Territories.
Research outcomes include the set up of a
Technoscience Research Group in 2013 and
the virtual platform for feminist decolonial,
indigenizing research and education Sámi
Land Free University
samelandsfriauniversitet.com in 2015.

Currently I am one of three research leaders
of the research node Science, Validation,
Partial Perspectives: Knowledge Production
Beyond the Norms Disciplinary Domain of
Humanities and Social Sciences, CfG, Dept
of Literature & Hugo Valentin Center (Dept
of History), Uppsala Univ, 2016-18, within
which we challenge norms for knowledge
production – through cross-disciplinary
seminars and publications.
Within the FORMAS Future Research
Leaders grant, 3 MSEK 2017-19 Safe and
Sustainable Energy Futures in Sápmi:
Assumptions and Actions - Visions and
Decisions I focus on Sámi perspectives on
energy production in Sámi territories.
Along with colleagues in Finland and
Norway I am leader of Káfastallat - a
groundbreaking supradisciplinary gender
and Indigenous methodology research
network, financed by the Nordic research
councils NOS-HS, where we focus on the
Indigenizing of academic research and
education.

As a co-founder and board member of
Uppsam – the association/network for
Sámi Related Research in Uppsala since
2010 I work for promotion of Sámi related
research.

Selfie at the 2nd Káfastallat workshop Indigenizing academia:
examples, prospects, perspectives, strategies – participants discussing
by the árran in Árdna – Univ. of Tromsö sámi kulturviessu. Photos by
M-B Öhman.

On my website/blog maybrittohman.com,
on gender.uu.se and on Facebook, Twitter,
Insta you find my publications, media and
updates on my research and education
activities.

Supradisciplinary
research in progress

Evaluating work of comparable worth.
Job evaluation as a promoter of gender equal pay
Minna.Salminen@gender.uu.se, Anna.Fogelberg.Eriksson@liu.se

If she gets paid less than he – is it because of her gender, or because she
does work of less worth?
The project will investigate job evaluation processes to find out to which extent
these can be regarded as a gender equal tool that results in gender equal salaries
All Swedish employers are obliged to investigate differences between female and
male employees’ salaries in jobs of equal
worth every year. They use a number of
different job evaluation systems to
identify these jobs.
This study will follow gender salary
mapping processes in four municipalities.
Focus lies on the job evaluation and salary
mapping processes, and how differences
between women’s and men’s work and
their salaries are managed in them. The
main empirical data will consist of
observations of meetings where job
evaluation and salary mapping are
discussed, for example between employer
and union representatives, and recurrent
interviews.

There is a dearth of recent studies on
gender pay gaps. This study builds on
one hand on studies made two or three
decades ago, and will also see if and how
this strand of femi-nist research is still
relevant. On the other hand we will
build on theories of institu-tional work
and the framework of Carol Bacchi in
examining how the problem of gender
equal salaries is formulated and treated
in the mandatory salary mapping
processes.

Help-seeking behaviour in
LBTQ relationships
nicole.ovesen@gender.uu.se

This Ph.D.-project is a qualitative study
on the subject of help seeking among
LBTQ people who have experiences of
intimate partner violence (IPV).
IPV has traditionally been framed as
men’s violence against women. Violence
in non-heterosexual relationships is
starting to gain attention in the
academic and public discourse, but
specific help initiatives directed towards
these groups are still missing or left
unspecified in social policies or practices
on help-provision. Within the Nordic
countries, very little research has been
conducted on the subject.

The main objective of the thesis is to
improve an understanding of the
challenges facing LBTQ people who
experience IPV and to use these
perspectives to influence the social
institutions and professionals working
within the field of violence and
protection.

I wish to address the subject of help
seeking from multiple perspectives by
exploring LBTQ victim-survivors’
understanding of seeking (or not
seeking) help after having experienced
violence. The project will further explore
the responses and experiences of the
help providers in order to examine the
capacity of the social system to provide
the necessary assistance when meeting
LBTQ victim-survivors of violence.
I will explore the subject through
individual and focus groups interviews.
The project will be based within a
feminist and poststructuralist
framework. Where social institutions are
considered to play a powerful part in
the (re)production of hegemonic
discourses and in the shaping of
“proper” and “deviant” subjects and
experiences (Rosenberg in Feministiske
tœnkere, 2007). I wish to explore how
hegemonic discursive constructions
involving sexuality and gender influence
and determine the possibilities for
seeking and providing help against
violence.

Being humans when we are animals
Par.Sergerdahl@gender.uu.se

A difficulty: Most people know that
humans are animals, a primate species.
Still, it is difficult to apply that
knowledge directly to oneself: “I’m an
animal” or “My parents are apes.” – Can
you say it without feeling embarrassed
and slightly dizzy?

That’s investigated in the paper by
asking further questions and by
recollecting further relevant details of
the meeting with Panbanisha, rather
than by making theoretical claims. The
paper offers a philosophical alternative
to theory.

In a recent paper I explore this difficulty
of “bringing home” an easily cited fact.
Why does the “fact” crumble when we
apply it directly to ourselves?

Trust your uncertainty and follow your
questions.

Approaching the difficulty
philosophically: We cannot run ahead of
ourselves, but I believe that’s what we
attempt when we approach the difficulty
theoretically. Say, by theorizing the
contrast between humans and animals as
an absolute presupposition of human
language that science cannot displace.

Segerdahl, P. (2014).”Being Humans
When We Are Animals.” Nordic
Wittgenstein Review 3 (No. 2): 125-149.

Such a theory would be as easy to cite as
the “fact” and wouldn’t touch our
difficulty, our dizziness.
Instead, I explore a personal experience.
When I visited a laboratory for ape
language research, an ape named
Panbanisha told me to be QUIET and
then called me a MONSTER. Those
reprimands made me dizzy about my
humanity and her animality. How did the
dizziness arise? After spending time with
the apes, the vertigo disappeared. How
did it disappear?

Panbanisha (1985-2012)

Sexuell (o)hälsa
Renita Sörensdotter
.

Renita.Sorensdotter@gender.uu.se

Projekten: Min forskning om sexuell
(o)hälsa består av flera projekt: 1) hur
normer för genus, sexualitet, sexuell
praktik och kropp påverkar upplevelsen
av vulvasmärtor (vestibulit, vulvodyni),
2) hur personal på ungdomsmottagningar
hanterar ungdomar med sexuella
problem samt hur se ser på hbtq-frågor,
3) hur heterosexuella män diskuterar
sexuella problem på internetforum.
Syften: Att studera sexualiteten och dess
problem för att synliggöra hur normer
för genus, sexualitet, funktionsförmåga
och ålder formar de sexuella praktiker
och relationer som är (o)möjliga, samt
hur såväl praktiker som normer förändras
och utmanas.
Sex is natural - sex is good
Not everybody does it
But everybody should
Sex is natural - sex is fun
George Michael

ÄR DET VERKLIGEN SÅ?

Vad är sexualitet?
Sexualitet är ett rymligt begrepp som
inkluderar en mångfald av handlingar,
känslor, upplevelser, sensationer och
processer, därtill kommer politik,
lagstiftning och medier.
I den sexuella praktiken möter olika
föreställningar och praktiker varandra
och formar den sexuella situationen,
vilken kan variera med tillfälle och
partners.

Den sexuella praktiken
Vaginalsamlaget är det som anses vara
naturligt och därmed åtråvärt. Det
kulturella scriptet för heterosexuellt sex
sätter agendan för vad som kan räknas
som riktigt sex: Först förspel, sedan
huvudakten i form av vaginalt samlag
och avslut när mannen har fått utlösning.
Även om människor berättar om andra
sexuella praktiker utgör detta manus en
referensram.
Det sexuella scriptet skapar problem för
dem som har genitala smärtor, slidkramp
eller lider av impotens, svårighet att få
orgasm, skam över sitt underliv osv.
Det ställer till det extra mycket för dem
som lever heterosexuellt, eftersom den
heterosexuella dramaturgin för sex är
snävare än den queera dramaturgin.
Förstås lever även heterosexuella på
andra sätt är det som ses som
heteronormativt.
Viktigt är att identifiera strategier för en
lustfylld sexuell praktik. Vanligt inom
vården är dessvärre att utgå från
vaginalsamlag som den självklara sexuella
praktiken istället för att tipsa om andra
sätt att ha sex.
Sexualiteten påverkas oavsett
vilka en har sex med, men
heteronormativitetens
begränsande script medför att
sexualiteten är svårare att
omförhandla och det är
svårare att hitta alternativa
vägar till att ha sex än för
dem som har ett queerare
sexliv.

Precarious travelling
Transpeoples experiences of public transport
signe.bremer@gender.uu.se

As Judith Butler reminds us, our bodies are never fully our
own. They ”expose us to the gaze of others, but also to touch,
and to violence” (Butler, 2004:21).This project hightlights
what this means in some transpeoples experiences of using
public transport in the Swedish cities Malmö, Gothenburg
and Stockholm. These are all major cities that, contrary to an
imagined hostile countryside, are assumed to be LGBTQ
friendly. Yet, this project shows that cities are no safe havens
for transpeople, especially not when it comes to public
transport.
Public transport is supposed to make the city accesible
for anyone who can afford a ticket, yet, the facility is often
experienced as a less accessible, precarious and possibly
dangerous urban space. This is party because of recurring
unwanted interaction with strangers. Travelling with or
waiting for a tram, bus or metro might for example
involve exposure to racist and/or transnegative looks,
staring, intrusive questions, verbal harassment, threat and
physical violence.

This is part of a project called The Gender
Binary City (funded by FORTE between
2014 and 2018), that focus transpeoples
experiences of living in Malmö, Gothenburg
and Stockholm. The study is based on a
mixed material, such as walk-along
interviews, in-depth interviews and diary
notes. 20 individuals from 18 years and above
with experiences of identifying other than
their birth assigned sex participates in the
study. Most, but not all, of the participants
are used to pass as white swedes.

Marilyn (nonbinary transfeminine,)
”In relation to public transport, it has
happened several times that someone
has run up to me and started like yelling
at me. And sometimes even in the
middle of the day.”

John (binary transman)
” So I'm on my way back to Malmö, on the train,
and there's this guy on the train that smelled of
alcohol. He asked me: "Where are you from?" And
I'm just okay here we go again. And I did not really
have the energy so I just like: - Malmö. And he: No, no, I mean where are you from? So I pretended
like I did not understand and thought he kind of
meant with the train so I: -Yes but we are coming
from Höör and now we're on our way to Malmö.
And he: - No, where are YOU from? ”
Martha (binary transwoman)
”I have actually in my life, this is several years ago
now, been physically abused twice on a bus and
once on a train because I am a transperson.”

Queer(y)ing Kinship
in the Baltic region
Ulrika.Dahl@gender.uu.se

This project is funded by the Baltic Sea Foundation and placed at Södertörn University.
Project members: Joanna Mizielinska, Polish Academy of Sciences; Antu Sorainen, University of Helsinki;
Raili Uibo, PhD student, Södertörn University.

How is (gender) identity, (national)
belonging and (cultural) heritage
understood, renegotiated and contested
through (queer) kinship? What is
reproduced in and through
reproduction and family making and
how are futures imagined? This
empirically based and theoretically
driven project in interdisciplinary
gender studies asks how nonheterosexual, or queer, families are
made, represented and treated in
several nations around the Baltic Sea at
the beginning of the 21th century and
what this might teach us about the
meaning and status of kinship, family
making and ideas of the future more
broadly. Looking at and across four
different national, cultural and legal
contexts: Sweden, Finland, Poland and

Project members Antu Sorainen and Joanna Mizielinska presenting
at NOP-HS network on ’Significant others’ Copenhagen 2017.

Queering motherhood in the Baltic Region; panel at international
workshop, April 2017

Estonia, it combines ethnographic and
textual research on the effects of both
new legislation and non-sanctioned
forms of queer kinship, such as rainbow
families, same-sex marriages, and queer
community arrangements of care and
inheritance. Through a unique research
design based in intellectual kinship
between project participants, and
combining data from existing and new
studies, the project aims to decentre
Anglo-american dominance in the field
of critical kinship studies. Based in
intersectional analysis, the participating
studies examine not only to how
(queer) kinship reproduce gender and
sexuality but also to how questions of
race/nationality, class and
migration/citizenship are shaped by
and shape such formations.
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